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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE 
The method of personality investigation published by Hermann 
Rorschach in 1921 was primarily an empirical one. Rorschach regarded his 
, 
test not as a finished experimental product but as a tentative clinical 
tool for diagnosis whose theoretical fOlli~dation was, as yet, incomplete. 
He specified that the conclusions draw~ should be viewed .asobseryatio~s 
rather than theoretical deductions. Among other things, he was dissatis-
fied w~th the insufficient qu~~titative basis for the test and its 
interpretation. 
Recent writers have returned to Rorschach's view of his technique 
as a method of observation rather than as a personality test (Ainsworth, 
1954) and to his concern for quantification (Beck, 1959) as a measure of 
furthering research on the instrument. 
According to Ainsworth it is more productive to regard the Rorschach 
as a method of observation and appraisal than to class it as a "test" of 
personality. She points out what she believes to be a crucial difference 
between the Rorschach and the typical psychological test: 
The typical ps.ychological test deals with one variable or 
function, and attempts to provide a means of placing all 
tested individuals on a continuum with respect to that 
function •••• Projective techniques such as the Rorschach deal 
with n functions or variables a~d atta~pt to describe the 
1 
.. .... f't _a 1st *t'it' Wt ~f' "H t. _ 
indi vidual in terms of a dynamic pattern of interrelated 
fu.."lctions or variables. This multiplicity of interrelated 
and interdependent variables constitutes the most important 
difference between projective techniques and other types of 
psychological tests and presents one of the greatest prob-
lems of validation (Ainsworth, 1954, p. 410). 
\e,,;w 
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She reasons that, by regardi~ the Rorschach as a method of observation 
rather than as a test, research will focus on the various interpretive 
hypotheses attached to these observations (number of human movement 
responses, form level, location choice,~etc.) rather than folloA~ng the 
pattern of test validation. In this way, the basic fou.."ldations a"ld 
principles of the technique will be investigated. These prinCiples, as 
a result of such investigation, may then be either discarded, modified 
or refined. 
Beck argues for a st.atistical validation and proced'C.!'e for the 
Rorschach. According to him, one should proceed by establishing norms, 
based on statistics, for a group and use them as points of departure to 
evaluate other groups. He states that 
Another pitfall has been that of using it (the Rorschach) 
practically before the necessary research has been carried 
on for the problem presented by the personality group in 
question •••• The empiric research must always first establish 
the personality pattern, in whatever group (Beck, 1959, p. 275). 
The present study was planned with the above criteria in mind; 
namely, that it treat the data as observations rather than test scores 
and that it do so in a quantifiable manner. 
The purpose of this research is twofold: first, to investigate 
patterns of movement responses and location choices on the Rorschach to 
see if, in fact, different patterns are revealed, aJld second, to d2t·::::,-
n::'ne whether the characteristic pattern (or patterns) of nC'l.lrotics is 
! t .not!. or t tit'b) tJ " t' 11 
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different from the pattern manifested by normal subjects. 
These two variables, movement responses and location choices, were 
selected for investigation for the following reasons: The movement 
responses on the Rorschach are considered the most important single 
variable and have attached to them the richest variety of interpretive 
hypotheses. The location choices are probably the most objectively 
recorded variable and present the least problems in scoring. Furthermore, 
, 
since mov~nent responses on the Rorschach seem to involve the greatest 
degree of projection on the part of the individual (Beck, 1951; Klopfer, 
Ains,;"ort.h, Klopfer and Holt, 1954; Piotrowski, 1957; Rorschach, 1942), 
and the location choices he uses are thought to reflect his IImanner of 
approach" in perceiving and dealing with reality (Klopfer et al., 1954; 
Klopfer and Kelley, 1942; Rorschach, 1942), analysis of these responses 
would seem to be among the most fruitful in attempting to discover dif-
: ferences in the response patterns of normals and neurotics. ! . 
Rather than attempting to describe the personality characteristics 
of individuals on the basis of their pattern of responses, the main 
purpose of this study is to ascertain whether there are different patterns 
of response Which may form the foundation for further research (i.e., 
investigation into the actual significance of the various patterns). 
Thus, this study is of an exploratory rather than of a validating or 
predictive nature, and is related to construct validity as contrasted to 
concurrent or predictive validity. It is essentially concerned with 
mapping out an area rather than being primarily predicti ve in purpose. 
L 
_ .*z.:tat"· 
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Although Rorschach experts have always stressed that interpretations 
should be based on patterns of response and not on individual "signs tr or 
isolated indicators, the problem of scoring or objectively characterizing 
patterns has always been a vexing one. 
In regard to handling patterns of Rorschach data statistically, 
Cronbach points out that, while patterns of scores are considered in 
clinical practice, "there is no practical statistical procedure for 
studying the infinite complex interrelations of scores and indications on 
which the clinician relies" (Cronbach, 1949, p. 417). 
The method employed in this study for the characterization and 
comparison of movement responses and location choice patterns was the 
pattern analysis technique developed by Rirnoldi and Grib (1960). This 
tcchnic;.ue 'Vias select.ed for the folloH'i,ng reasons: 
1. It treats the data as observations, rather than as measure.:nents. 
The responses of the subjects are not assigned any ~ priori 
weights, scores or values, but are merely recorded as present 
or absent. 
2. It takes into account not only the responses given, but also 
those responses which may have been made, but were not. That 
is, all of the behavior of the subject is considered as con-
stituting his response pattern; rejecting a card is just as 
much a response as is seeing a human being in action on the card. 
3. The analysis takes place at the level of patterns of resp0~ses, 
not of isolated responses per see It has been shOim (RiI'iC'lci 
and Grib, 1960a, 1960b) that the same response has a diffe:::-cnt 
_----.---_. _____ ........ _____ t1 ___ ..... , ... , .... , ...... ____ ~_.~ .... ~ •. "".. oM d i« 
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interpretation according to the pattern in which it occurs. 
4. The method provides a quantitative basis for the characteriza-
tion and comparison of response patterns. 
While the method of pattern analysis to be used in this study does 
not pretend to be a complete solution to the problem of handling Rorschach 
data statistically, it is felt that it does provide an objective, quanti-
tative basis for characterizing and comparing patterns of Rorschach 
responses. 
, 
! . 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
It is not the purpose of this chapter to give a comprehensive review 
of the voluminous literature on the Rorschach, which is currently well 
past the 2,000 mark (Murstein, 1960). Re~ders interested in more inclusive 
coverage are referred to reviews by Ainsworth (1954), Barrell (1950), 
Bell (1948), Hertz (1942; 1951), Klopfer et ale (1956), Piotrowski (1947; 
1957) and Rickers-Ovsiankina (1943). 
The survey of literature related to this study will be discussed 
under three headings: (1) Rorschach research methodolcgy; (2) pattern 
analysis; and (3) meaning and interpretation of movement responses and. 
location choices. 
Rorschach Research Methodology 
The experimental studies of the Rorschach reported in the literature 
can be classified into two types, those taking a "holistic l1 or molar 
approach and those using a molecular approach. 
The molar approach traditionally deals with clinically interpreted 
case records. The Rorschach record is usually interpreted qualitatively 
and in a highly complex manner, and many studies have been based on these 
interpreted records. 
6 
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In one type of study, the "matching technique," a number of judges 
are required to match personality sketches based on Rorschach interpreta-
tions with sketches ~itten on the subjects by using other techniques such 
as psychiatric interviews, peer and teacher ratings, case history material 
and so forth. The matchings using both techniques are then compared. In 
one such study, Vernon (1935) reported a contingency coefficient of .833 
+ .0315, which indicates a high degree of agreement between the matchings. 
Benjamin and Ebaugh (1938) performed a study which fits in this 
category. One of the authors examined a group of patients psychiatrically, 
while the other made a diagnosis on the basis of Rorschach performa...'1ce. 
There was complete agreement in 85 per cent of the cases (39 out of 46) 
only minor disagreements in 5 other cases. Another illustration of the 
• molar approach was Krugmanls'report (1942) of 8.G average contingency 
coefficient of .83 between Rorschaoh evaluations of problem children and 
case r~story material. 
Although studies of this type may be indications of the validity of 
the Rorschach they are not proofs. The agreement is affected by factors 
besides the Rorschach such as the training of the judges and the n~~ber of 
elements to be matched. Cronbach (1949) points out that even though the 
matching is perfect this does not guarantee that each ela~ent of each 
personality description was correct, especially if the group of subjects 
is quite heterogeneous. Hunter (1939), for exa~ple, using a highly 
selected sample, reports that only 5 out of 50 Rorschach reports on sC2001 
children were correctly matched by all judges ~dth personality descriptions 
tblt 
. 'tt 
8 
written by teachers. 
Another reason for discouraging holistic methods as a means of inves-
tigating the Rorschach is that techniques such as "blind analysis, It 
matching, or studies predicting success or failure on some performance 
criteria from general Rorschach performance, do not tell us enough about 
the operation of the test itself, what elements were responsible for the 
correctness of the prediction and which ones were misleading. 
A further criticism frequently leveled at the holistic approach as 
a measure of Rorschach test validity is that interpretations depend as 
much on the clinical acumen of the interpreter as they do on the test 
itself * At least, it. is held, the contributions made by each can,::ot b8 
deterrnined separately (Rabin, 1951). 
Studies using the molecular approach attempt to investigate the 
validity of single Rorschach scores or combinations of scores. The major-
ity of these studies have been of a statistical nature and have treated 
the Rorschach scores directly, with clinical judgment eliminated. Although 
studies using the molecular approach have been designed in order to over-
come the shortcomings of molar studies, the results have, in general, 
been disappointing (Ainsworth, 1954). 
One of the main criticisms of molecular studies is that they do not 
include enough data pertaining to the scoring cateGories. The usual pro-
cedure has been to deal with data in the form of simple summation of the 
number of responses in various scoring categories. This procedure, how-, 
ever, may result in two groups appearirs similar .,he;:}, in f2.Ct, t.":ey <:',::,'e 
9 
not so. Thus, two groups producing an equal. number of human movement 
responses but using different cards will appear identical if only the 
number of responses is taken into account, when, actually, the groups may 
be quite dissimilar regarding the location of their responses. 
studies of this type, usually dealing with only the ra"T qua..'1titative 
data pertaining to the scoring categories frequently result in conflictip~ 
findings. The following two studies of Rorschach factors related to 
intelligence serve as an illustration. 
1>Jishner (1948) made a correlational study of Rorschach indicators of 
intelligence among a group of 42 neurotics. He correlated 17 "reputed 
intelligence factors" with the various subscores of the '-lechsler-Bellevue. 
Number of responses (R), number of whole responses (';;), a..."1d neck's 
organizational measure, Z, turned out as the three highest indicators of 
intelligence on the Ro:;:'schach. In anot:i:er study, using 228 colleGe stu-
I . dents, Altus and Thompson (191.+9) tested Rorschach's suggestion that a 
! 
, large percentage of sharply conceived forms (F+%), many movement responses 
(M), many whole responses (W), and a low per cent of animal forms (A%) 
characterized high intelligence. They found correlation coefficients ·of 
.35 and .1.5 for the I1 and W respectively, while neither F+% nor A% see:ned 
significantly related to intelligence. 
Ainsworth feels that the conflicting results of molecular studies 
are due to the interrelated and interdependent nature of the Rorschach 
scores, and that "each separate hypothesis is applicable only within a. 
certain range of configura.tions and is modified by the partic\tl?r 
-I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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configuration in which it appears" (Ainsworth, 1954, p. 412). Ames, 
Learned, Metraux and Walker (1952) agree 'Vlith Ainsworth that "the chief 
probla~ in (Rorschach) validation is the difficulty of designing a study 
which would give results that might be treated statistically, and yet 
would utilize the patterning-of variables" (Ames et al., 1952, p. 13). 
Although many Rorschach workers have stated the need for a method of 
handling patterns of Rorschach scores, it is only within the last five 
years (Klopfer and Spiegelman, 1956) that this method has been advocated 
as the primary method of Rorschach analysis. 
Klopfer and Spiegelman, in discussing methodological research prob-
lems with the Rorschach, criticize studies which deal VIi-i th on..l.y one 
variable on the test or use a group of variables as "signsl! of particular 
nosological groups. They state that: 
One of the most obvious statistical reasons for the inappro-
priateness of the sign approach is the empirical fact that 
there are hardly any signs whatever that prove to be Ilpathognomic" 
(Klopfer and Spiegelman, 1956, p. 270). 
In addition, they question .:hether deaJ..ing with isolated variables or 
groups of indicators by s~~ply sw~Jning their occurrence and then treating 
the results statistically is really !lbeing objective ll as other investiga-
tors claim. Klopfer and Spiegelman feel that working with only the totals 
of different Rorschach scores takes them out of the full context in which 
they were observed, and foregoes the possibility of using the "natural 
pattern" of the observed phenomena. Instead of using a molecular approach, 
they propose using Observed patterns of scores as the proper b~sis for 
research on the Rorschach, and seem to be the first to relate the 
_ ..... .--------------_ ....... _-_ ... _ .......... ' ....... - ...... ~--....... -------........ 
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utilization of patterns of scores to a basic Rorschach rationale. They 
argue for the adaption of a phenomeonological approach as a basis for 
Rorschach interpretation and research. They formulate the basic ideas of 
this adaption as follows: 
The observable phenomena, both in the field of internal 
(introspective) and external observation, do not offer 
themselves in the form of an unstructured mass of related 
ite.TJls. Rather, they fall into a "natural" pattern or 
configuration with specific foci and emphases. 
, 
The observer cannot avoid using a definite fr&T!e of 
reference in describing his observations. This frame of 
reference, however, may impinge on the natural pattern of 
the observed phenomena--even distort or destroy the 
pattern. On the other hand, it may leave this natural 
pattern 1L~disturbed, or throw it into clearer relief. 
The phenomenological approach, as u.."1derstood here,' 
focuses on this in-:.erplay betw3en the observer t s frace of 
reference a..'1d the na.tural pattern of the observed phc.:lom-
ena. The phenomenologist deliberately atte!i1pts to ~odify 
his frame of reference in order to achieve m~~~a..l clarity 
of the natural pattern in the Observed phenomena (Klopfer 
and Spiegelman, 1956, p. 276). 
They go on to state that, within the clinical field, the object of 
observation is the behavior of the patient, and that Rorschach records are 
condensed samples of observable behavior. FQ~thermore, they feel that it 
is easier to apply the phenomenological approach in interpreting Rorschach 
records than in interpreting clinical behavior, since it is harder for 
several Observers to agree on the "natural" pattern of observed clinic:ll 
behavior because this behavior is beyond the li."lli ts of a relatively 
standardized situation within a limited time. 
"The most important problem in the use of the phenomenological 
approach in the Rorschach," according to Klopfer and Spiegelman, "is the 
I 
I 
I 
task of subdividing the natural pattern of the total record into sub-vTholes 
'Without losing < any of the important idiosyncratic characterization" 
(Klopfer and Spiegelman, 1956, p. 279). 
In sum, Klopfer and Spiegelman argue for using the "natural patterns" 
of the patient as they appear in the Rorschach responses, without distor-
tion or destruction of this pattern. 
Pattern Analy~is 
Various techniques of pattern analysis have been described in the 
past. However, most of the methods have concerned themselves with the 
question of the scalability of the items (Stouffer, Guttman, Suchll1aI1, 
JJaz2.rsfeld, star and Clausen, 1950; Green, 1956; vinite &'1d Saltz, 1957), 
or measuring the distances between ita~s (Osgood ruld Suci, 1952). STh~-
maries of these procedures have been described by Gaier &'1.d Lee (1953), 
~TIite and Saltz (1957) and Torgerson (1958). 
In the scalogram approach, a particular arrangement of items is 
compared to a perfectly scalable model ~'1.d the measure of agre~aent w~th 
the model is expressed, usually as a function of the nU'llber of "en'ors" 
observed when comparing the two patterns. Since each "error" receives 
an identical value, the abi.lity or such techniques to discriminate between 
subjects making the same number of errors is not present. Furth8~~ore, 
since these techniques are designed to estimate the degree of depa=t~'e of 
a group of items from perfect scalability, their use is limited to prct-
lems involving the hypothesis of scalability. 
In 1949, Cronbach described a method ca.l1ed "pattern o:..abJ..l.:t~ionn 
, 
I 
I-
t. et 
.' . 
designed to deal with patterns of scores with particular reference to the 
Rorschach. This method involves normalizing the scores for each person 
and considering the resulting profile, which is expressed numerically in 
terms of the deviation of the normalized scores from their average for 
each person. The patterns can be plotted to show the distribution of 
patterns in the group (Cronbach, 1949b). 
This method, however, cannot deal with more than three scores at a 
time, and functions best when these scor~s are equally reliable and 
equally intercorrelated (Cronbach, 1949a). This specification is not 
usually met when using Rorschach data. In addition, Cronbach's metiod 
does not. provide a purely quantitative characterization of the over-all 
pattern, nor can it discriminate, in a pure qaa..'1ti tative manner, be-!:.',cen 
different patterns. 
Block, Levine and McNemar (1951) described a procedure for testir~ 
for the existence of psychometric patterns which is someimat si.-rnilar to 
Cronbachts method. After converting the determinant raw scores into 
McCall T-scores, they then plot the scores for the various determinants. 
Thus, each determinant receives a T-score value and, when the scores for 
various determinants are plotted, this gives the "profile." 
Wirt (1956), using this method, found differences in the determinant 
patterns of normal, neurotic and psychotic persons, but no differences in 
their card patterns (number of responses per card). This method is not 
able to compare over-all patterns of the groups, but can only report dif-
ferences between the determinants separately. Furthermore, the sep~ate 
j 
I ,----------------------------------------------~ 
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patterns are not themselves quantitatively characterized. 
In sum, the previous techniques of pattern analysis have not been 
able to characterize patterns as a whole in quantitative terms, nor have 
they been able to compare complete patterns with one another in a purely 
-
quantitative manner; the best they have been able to achieve is a means of 
quantifying and comparing the separate elements of the patterns. Further-
more, these methods treat all scores as equivalent in their contribution 
, 
to the over-all pattern. In terms of Rorschach theory, this does not seem 
to be advantageous. It means, for example, that a deviation in a deter- . 
min~~t such as M, which is regarded by most authors to be the most per-
sonally revealing of all Rorschach determinants, is treated as equivalent 
to a s:i1nilar deviation in~, a determinant whose meaning is less clearly 
defined and is not even scored. by some experts. 
Lastly, these methods all involve transformations of the original 
data as observed and may thus distort the "natural patternll of observed 
responses. 
The primary method of analysis to be employed in this study will be 
the method of pattern analysis described by Rimoldi and Grib (1960a; 
1960b). This technique for objectively characterizing and quantitativelY 
comparing patterns of responses uses an original type of scoring procedure 
which has wider application than those previously discussed. The technique 
not only provides a measure of agreement for the separate elaments of a 
pattern, but also expresses the agreement of the pattern as a whole ",ith 
another pattern in a purely quantitative manner. The method can deal ·Hit.~ 
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any number of scores along a number of dimensions, and makes no assumption 
concerning the corre~ation between the separate items or scores. Devia-
tions between patterns (or between separate elements of patterns) are 
expressed in an unambiguous manner, with both the minimal and maxi..'Tlal 
possible deviations being taken into account. Fi~ly, the method treats 
the natural pattern of responses as they are observed without prior trans-
for.mation, scoring or distortion. 
Any type of response can be haJldled by the technique provided that 
it can be dichotomized (presence/absence of a particular trait, choice/ 
non-choice of a stimulus, etc.). The data are arranged in an n-dL'Tlensio~a~! 
- I 
matrix, the number of dimensions depending on the mlJr.~)':'r of response I 
! 
v8.riab.les. In characterizing t.hs response pattern, Gach cell of the 
matrix is assigned a nU1Ierica~ \~eight based on the contribution of both 
subject and item to the over-~ pattern. 
An observed pattern of responses can be evaluated against a..'1. hypo-
thetical, expected or another observed pattern by comparing tile congruence 
of the cells of both response matrices. This method yields an "Index of 
Agreement" which varies from 1.00, representing complete agreement, to 0, 
representing comp~ete disagreement or largest possible deviation between 
the patterns. 
For a fuller description of the assumptions, properties, procedure 
and app~cations of the method see Rimo1di and Grib (1960a; 1960b). The 
technique has been used by Tabor (1959) to explore the interpretive pro-
cedure folloiled by Rorschach experts in making a diagnosis f:::-om ::torschach 
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protocols, and by Mohrbacher (1960) to investigate the clinical diagnostic 
process of psychiatrists, psychologists, and social workers. An e~~ple 
of the procedure is presented in Appendix III. 
Meaning and Interpretation of Movement Responses and Location Choices 
Although there have been numerous studies dealing w~th movement res-
ponses (ALtus and Altus, 1952; King, 195~; Klopfer et al., 1954; Phillips 
and &~ith, 1953; Piotrowski, 19~2; Thomas, 1955) and location choices 
(Beck, 1945; Klopfer et al., 1954; Rorschach, 1942; Siegel, 1951), none of 
them have dealt with individual patterns of response in a quantitative 
manner. Instead of considering individual patterns, the investigators have 
ceca concerr£d 'd. th certc:d.n sped.fie patterns likely to occur In 1:-t311Y 
that the same pattern of scores must be studied in all cases. 
}lany Rorschach investigators consider the human movement response (X) 
to be Rorschach's most original contribution to his method of personality 
appraisal, and several later vmrkers have stressed the importance of animal 
1 (FM) and inanimate (m) movement (Klopfer et al., 1954; Piotrowski, 1957; 
Phillips and Smith, 1953; King, 1954). 
The h~man movament response, because of its revealing nature, is 
consiclered the most important. of the movement responses. Althou[;h he 
recognized that movement interpretations involving an:iJnal forms and 
IThe abbreviations N, fl1, and m representing hwuan movement, Cl..n..i.Jrci 
mO~lement, and inanimate movement respectively 'Will be used extensively i:: 
this study. 
·,_ ....... ~---','-"' .. ,'"','-.............. _--------.....*,. 
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inanimate objects were produced by subjects, Rorschach held that they were 
not t~~e movement responses and assigned them no specific meaning. 
Rorschach gave more attention and assigned more space to his discus-
sion of M than any other component. He viewed it as reflecting the ~ost· 
human elements of the personality, specifically mentioning six interpre-
tations of it: intelligence, creativity, suggestibility, emotional 
stability, rapport and empathy (Rorschach, 1942). Host other Rorschach 
, 
workers have accepted these interpretations w~th SOme modification, either 
expanding or limiting its meaning but not changing it essentially. 
Klopfer et a1. (1954) regard M as "perhaps the rr:ost significant and 
;,"et., interpretive2.y the most elusi'-rc single determinant.1! They relate 
its sigrificance to the fO'ur ar8as of 5.maginal life, er:'lOtional integr2.tion) 
empathy and ego function. They state that: 
The :H response thus touches upon all of the most important 
aspects of the well-functioring personality, bridging the gap 
between inner resources of drive and fantasy and the outward 
orientation of reality testing and object relations (Klopfer 
et al., 1954, p. 255). 
Within these four areas of imaginal life, emotional integration, empathy, 
and ego function, Klopfer et al. attach seven interpretive h)~otheses 
relating to intelligence, imagination, inner stability, value system, 
. self-acceptance, empathy and self-concept (1954, pp. 256-264). 
Phillips and Smith (1953) hold that 8~1 mov~,ent responses, possibly 
except those involving abstract content, reflect some aspect of role-
taJr.ing and assigning (p. 60). They relate H to self-cont-rol, e.:npathic 
participation, sensitivity to others and freedom of self-e;.,."})ressicn in 
.----------------~'-.--------------------------------------~-
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conformance -v:ith long-range goals (pp. 69-75). 
PiotrovTski, in his latest work (1957), restates his 1936 "nuclear 
definition" of the human movement response: 
The M represent the conception of life according to which the 
individual makes his adjustment to reality. The M stand for 
the most individual and integrated strivings which dominate 
the individual t s life. Thus the 11 indicate traits stabilizing 
the relation between the individual and his environment 
(Piotrowski, 1957, pp. 140-141). 
The scoring of animals seen in action (FM) was introduced by Klopfer , 
and Sender (1936), ani ha.s been adopted. by Fiotrowski and Phillips 2.r:.d 
Srcith. 
Klopfer et 81. (1954) att3,ch the fo-Lloviing interpretive :r~Y'Pottesis to 
FM responses: 
Fl1 responses indicate a."1 awareness of impulses to irmlleciiate 
gratification, which, in contrast "with the conscious goals 
represented by the M responses, tend to be impulses regarding 
which the person often lacks insight, understanding and 
acceptance. These impulses stem from the most primitive or 
archaic layers of the personality, either having an instinc-
tual basis or having been acquired very early in the life of 
the individual--in his pre-verbal years--or both (Klopfer et 
al., 1954, p. 265). 
In regard to fl1, Piotrowslr.i (1957) feels that, besides being a measure 
of physical buoyancy, it reflects the roles in life that were prondnent in 
the individual t s past, which influence overt behavior only in states of 
lowered integration, diminished consciousness or defective self-control. 
Phillips and Smith (1953) and Klopfer et ale (1954) stress the importance 
of interpreting FN in relation to M. The former authors state that, in 
the adult, the deg:::-ee of FM dominance over 11 reflects the degree to "bieh 
productive potential is wasted. 
t. I 
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Inanimate movement (m) has received the least amount of attention in 
the literature, and its clinical significance is somewhat ambiguous and 
vaguely defined. Piotrowski (1957) views m as reflecting the prototypal 
life roles of the individual that are less well integrated into his 
personality. For Klopfer et a1. (1954) inanimate movement represents an 
awareness of forces outside the control of the subject which threaten his 
personality integration. Phillips and Smith (1953) emphasize the feelL~g 
, 
of the individual that the forces represented by m are beyond his control. 
The interpretive hypotheses connected with the individual's location 
2 
choices (vi, D, d, Dd and S) are related to his intellectual manner of 
approach to his envi.rol"'.ment. The way he approaches the id:blots is thOl'E:.t 
to be a sa~ple of how he uses his intelligence in life situations (Klopfer 
et al., 1954), hOvl an individual attacks his prob1er.1s (Beck, 1945), and 
how he uses his available mental and physical energy (Piotrowski, 1957). 
Rorschach distinguishes a series of "apperceptive types!! according to 
the relationships of W, D and Dd to each other as they occur in the indi-
vidual's responses. He states that: 
The idea of apperceptive types would be defined most clearly 
if the strictness or laxity of the succession of the 'I,{'s, D's, 
etc. could be e)~ressed simultaneously in a single formula. 
This could not be done without un.due complications, and. the 
type had to be fixed simply according to the number of I·~t s, 
D's, etc., produced by the subject (Rorschach, 1942, p. 43). 
Thus, even with the inception of the method. itself there was the sUGgestic~ 
2The abbreviations ,,;, D, d, Dd and S representing a response using t.he 
,.;ho1e blot (Vi), a large usual detail (D), a small usual detail (d), a r2.l'e 
det2il (Dd) and. the vrhite space (S) followinG Klopfer et al.' s d.efinitio::~ 
(1954) .nll be used in this study. 
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that patterns of responses, not isol.ated responses, are the most fruitful 
means of defining different types of individuals. 
CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOOY AND PROCEDURE 
Sample 
The data for this research was obtained from the Rorschach protocols 
of 200 normals, 100 male and 100 female, ap.d 127 neurotics, 59 male J..'1d 
69 female. The subjects are the same ones used by Siegel (1960) and 
Jacobs (1960) for normative studies of the mov~nent respon28s of normals 
and neurotics. 
It was decided to use these subjects for several reasons: (1) they 
were carefully selected on the basis of completeness of Rorschach records, 
accuracy of scoring and accuracy of diagnosis to be included in nonnative 
studies on movement responses; (2) data from other tests (usually the 
Thematic Apperception Test, Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory, 
and a Wechsler intelligence test) and case history material is available 
for the neurotics; (3) extensive normative data regarding the movement 
responses of both groups has already been reported (Jacobs, 1960; Siegel, 
1960); (4) comparisons of the data on movement responses of both groups 
have been made (Siegel, Jacobs and Kobler, 1960). 
The data for the movement responses ,-ras obtained from the tabulation 
sheets prepared by Siegel (1960) on the nonnal group and Jacobs (1960) cn 
the neurotic group. The data for the location choices was gathered fro~: 
21 
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the original Rorschach protocols of the subjects. 
The Rorschach protocols for the normal group were administered by 
graduate students as part of their training in accordance with req~ire-
ments of a course in projective techniques. The protocols employed were 
those of full-time white undergraduate students between the ages of 17 
and 25 who had volunteered to take a Rorschach when a request had been 
made by instructors or graduate students. The final sample was composed 
of 200 students, 100 male ~~d 100 f&~ale. The essential data concerning 
the normals is presented in Table 1. 
Table 1 
Heans, l-Iedians a..'1cJ. St3J."1dard Deviations for R, ~1, :FI'~, m, 
Age, ~"1d Education for Normalsa 
b 11e:3.."1 Median S. D. Item 
Male Female Male Female Hale Female 
R 31.33 28.09 27.50 24.00 15.49 13.42 
11 2.79 3033 3.09 2,,67 2.16 2.65 
F11 2.96 2.89 2.45 2.45 2.33 2.25 
m 0.88 0.73 0056 0.96 1.03 0.89 
Age 20.23 19.88 20.81 20.93 1.77 1.78 
Ed 14.46 14.95 14.50 ])4..53 1.12 1.60 
aN ~ 200; 100 males, 100 females. 
~ = number of responses; N = hU'TlaIl move.llent responses; E: '= 
a..'1imal movement responses; m = inan:i.mate movement responses; 
Ed = yec.rs of schooling. 
.. _!to. -~-------. 
The neurotic sa~ple was obtained from the protocols of Rorschach 
tests administered by graduate students in an internship program villo tested 
patients from various hospitals and clinics in the Chicago area. The 
.protoco1s ~~p1oy8d were those within an age range of 16 to 60 and diagnosed 
, .. -
"psychoneurotic!! by the student examiner. These .. Jere then rechecked for 
accuracy of diagnosis and for completeness of the Rorschach record by 
several psychologists &~d finally, all tests available in the battery 
, 
including a case history and psychiatric evaluation were scrutinized in 
order to determine the accuracy of the diagnosis. On the basis of these 
criteria a sample of 127 neurotiCS, 59 male and 68 female, were obtained. 
The essential data concerning the neurotic group is presented in Table 2. 
!'leans, HediC'ns and Standard Deviations for R, N, Fi·!, m, Abe, 
Education, and IQ for Psychoneuroticsa 
l1ean l1edian S. D. 
l't.eIn 
Male Female Male Female Male Female 
R 21.56 19.68 18.Lt3 15.68 12.33 12.27 
M 1.92 1. 7~. 1.20 1.20 2.71 2.21 
Fl1 2.56 2.07 2.23 1.46 2.15 1.e8 
m 0.36 0.~3 0.17 0.22 0.71 o. 7:~ 
, 
Age 31.16 32.24 27.76 
I 30.64 
11.08 9.!.:.S 
Ed 12 .. ~.0 12.14 12.50 12.37 3.17 " Q') .::. ..... <-
IQ 111.29 108.10 111.60 107.95 10.80 11.82 
al:' = 127; 59 males, 68 fEm~-..l.cs. 
~-------------------------------------------------------------------.~ 
.... "'~. ____ -----______ ~ ........ ____ .................. w-..._. _____________ ~'t.";;'_;.;.;0.;.& d;:';"'::";"';-;;';:'"-;:;';"";<~~;"'':~:--
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Procedure 
The human a.nd animal movement responses (11 and flY) and the location 
choices of the two groups, normal and neurotic, were subjected to pattern 
I analysis for the purpose of identifying and comparing their response 
patterns. It was originally intended to include an analysis of inanimate 
movement (m) responses, but so few were given (the means ~~d medians of 
both groups were less than one response) that it was impossible to identify 
, 
a pattern of responses. Furtbermore, the' nu.ll.ber of subjects giving In 
responses was so small that it was impossible to obtain matched groups of 
more than ten subjects each. 
In identifying and comparing the various response patterns of the 
two groups the follolung outline was adhered to: 
step I: Patterns of movement responses and location choices .. :ere 
dcter::'ined separately for the ma.Les 2illd fe"1ales of botll 
groups. The patterns were charac-c,eri:wd qU211titativsly by 
means of the 'Vleighting system described by P..iIr.oldi and 
Grib (1960). 
step II: The consistency of each pattern was deterndned, and mea-
sures of the homogeneity of normaJ.s and neurot.ics "ere 
obtained. 
step III: The movement response and location choice patterns of 
neurotics were compared to the normal patterns using pattern 
analysis. 
Identification of Movement Patterns 
The method followed for identifying and characterizing the movffi:lent 
responses was identical for both groups, as 'Hell as for both t.ypes of 
moverllent, hU'11an (11) and animal (FH). The procedure was as fol1C'ws: 
The ten Rorschach cards were ra."1ked in order of the frequency of 
I 
I I 
-.i 
.' - t :,..tt 
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subjects giving a movement response to the card. This was done separately 
for M and TIl and for each sub-group (normal males, nortnal fe.'11ales, neuro-
tic males, neurotic females). The rank order of the cards in terms of 
frequency was used as the basis for establishing the response pattern of 
the group. 
The subjects are then ranked in terms of the number of cards to which 
they gave movement responses. 
, 
The data are then arranged in a t~~-dimensional matrix, the rows 
representing subjects (ranked in order of number of cards to which a 
moveri1ent respensG "was gi "'{en), and the colur;:ns representin;; cards (:';:-I'~<ed 
in order of frequency of movement responses). An ex;;mple of the res:;;c21se 
matrix is given in Fj.gure 1, 'tihere the X I S designate the cards on y;hich a 
movement response 1-:as given .. 
Rorschach Cards 
III VII IX II X IV I V VI VIII 
:1 
a X :1 
b X X 
c X X X 
Subjects 
d X X X X 
e X X X X X 
f X X X X X X X 
Fig. 1. Example of response matrix of movement responses. 
... -----... ~-~:. .... _,--
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The arrangement of filled-in and empty cells constitutes the total 
(group) pattern. In addition, each subject is characterized by his 
peculiar arrangament of filled-in and empty cells. 
In order to characterize the pattern in a quantitative way, each cell 
of the matrix is assigned a numerical rleight in terms of the contribution 
of both subject and stimulus (Rorschach card) to the total pattern. The 
procedure and underlying rationale for the weighting process has been 
, 
explained elsewhere (Rimoldi and Grib, 1960a; Rimoldi and Grib, 1960b). 
After identifying and quantitatively characterizing the pattern of 
each suo-group, they ·were then evaluated a.gainst their own pattern as 2. 
m.e·?SlJ.r8 of consistency (i.e., 2..greement l·lith the pattern of their o,m 
group). The fOJ..lo"\Ying rationale K:'lS fOrT'mJ.ated. for estimatins the consi~-
tency of a group by comparing it with its O"toJrl pattern: 
Once the response pattern of a group (in terms of the rarJ~ order of 
cards according to frequency of movement responses) has been determined, 
it is importarlt to test the individuals comprising the group for their 
agreement with the pattern. Suppose, for example, that the rank order of 
Rorschach cards in tem.s of number of subjects producing an M response on 
each card vIas as follows: III, VII, IX, II, X, IV, I, V, VI, VIII. If J 
then, an individual giving M responses to tviO cards was in agreement ,doth 
the group pattern, we would expect these H's to occur on cards III and. rII. 
Sirnilarly, we would e)::pect an ind.iv~idual giving 1·1 responses to i"our c.:~·::s 
to produce these responses on cards III, VII, IX~~d II if he is in per-
fect agreement vIi th the group pattern. The measure of consistency, then, 
" ! • 
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is the Index of Agreement obtained by comparing a group ,~th its own 
pattern. The Index of Agreement expresses the agreement of two patterns 
as a ratio which varies from 1.00, representing complete agreement, to 0, 
representing complete disagreement or the largest possibJ.e deviation 
between the patterns. 
Once the measure of consistency has been obtained, it may be used as 
a basis for comparing other groups for their agreement ~Qth the pattern in ! 
qU8stion. I 
As an indica.tion of the homogeneity of each group (normal and r,sc;r':'tic)1 
an Index of Agreement was calcuJ.ated between the males and femaJ.es of the ! 
I 
! 
normal group, and also bet,'!8en the males and fe.'na..Les of the neurotic 
grou:p .. 
I 
I Comparison of Hovement P:,tterns After the movement response patterns have been established for both 
normals and neurotics, and measures of consistency and homogeneity obtained 
for each group, the neurotic pattern was then evalua.ted for agreernent ,,-l. th 
the normal pattern. Comparisons were made separately for males and 
femaJ.es. The results are reported in terms of Indexes of Agreement. 
A second comparison ~IaS then made beti':een two groups of normals and 
neurotics mCl.tched for age, sex, educo.tional J.evel a11d total number of 
responses. The matched groups were composed of two groups of 20 males 82.C!: I 
I (normals and neurotics) and tvlO groups of 15 fe.llales. The small size of 
the matched groups was due to the relatively heterogeneou.s c.haracter of t~le 
neurotic group. 
i I 
I 
l 
I 
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Table 3 pre~ents the means, medians, standard devi~tions and chi-
squares (using the median test) for age, education and ~umber of res?onses 
for the matched groups. None 01' the chi-square values is signific8.:lt. 
Table 3 
2 Means, Hedia...'1s, Standard Deviations and X for Age, 
Educatio~ a.;'1d R. for ?JOTIr,C'J.s cm.d Neurot.ics 
I V0911 
_.1 !-:edian I S. D. I . .. 2 1-:/;-'1 , I 
r 
; -.. 
~·~orr'l':d NI?1.lrotiC! Normal Neuroticf Normal l\euIoUc I 
, 
I -~~I-- I _~[e : I j 
1'1a 22.05 22.40 22.50 22.00 2.25 3.12 0.133 
Fe 21.86 22.67 22.00 22.00 2.05 2 t:;1. "; '+ 0.00 
Educ: 
1-1a 14.65 14.50 14.50 14.50 1.15 1.88 0.00 
Fe 14.61 13.40 15.00 13.00 1.13 2.06 1022 
R: 
Ha 26.05 26.60 24.50 22.00 12.55 15.53 0.133 
Fe 25.73 22.00 2L~.00 22.00 13.17 11.08 0.536 
Identification of Location Choice Patterns 
In order to partial out differences in the total n~~ber of responses, 
as recorr ... Ctenc.ed by Cronbach (1949), only the first respor:.se to each c.;..rd 
~.;G..::: lJ.:::ed fer the 2...'1alysis of location chOice patterns. 
'I'he p2.t.te:::-Yl of loca.tj.on cholces C:l, D, d, Dc., a:l.c. Reject) for cc\.ch 
-'"------------------------------------------------------------------------
.. 
!!J 
.fJ 
() 
Q) 
.r) 
.g 
U) 
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card in terms of frequency. Thus, for card I, if ten persons gave a v! as 
the location of their first response, five gave a D, and two gave a d, the 
pattern would be W-D-d. An example of the response matrix of location 
cho~~es is presented in Figure 2. 
Rorschach Cards 
••• 
I II III IV V 
••• 
W D d Dd r W D d Dd r W D d Dd r W D d Dd r ';/ D d 
••• 
a X X X X X 
b X X X X v 1>. 
c X X X X X 
d X X X X X 
e X X X X X 
f X X X X X 
, 
g X X X X X 
••• 
Fig. 2. Example of response matrix of location choices. 
After identifying the location choice patterns for each sub-group 
separately, the patterns were characterized quantitatively following the 
same procedure described for the characterization of movement response 
patterns. 
Measures of consistency for each sub-group and measures of the homo-
genei ty of the normals and neurotics were then obtained. The procedure 
followed was the same as that described for Inovement response patterns. 
R:J3\llts are reported in terms of Indexes of Agreement. L ______ ~ ______________________________ ~ 
"& b ... 1 ... 
t' •• d tc tr >We l' MS "-e= rt " t_ 
- ~--.------....... ",-" .... ~, 
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The location choice patterns of only the matched groups as described 
in Table 3 were analyzed. 
Comparison of Location Choice Patterns 
The procedure follovled was identical to the comparisons made for the 
matched groups on movement response patterns. The neurotics, both male 
and fema.Le, 'vere evaluated with respect to the location choice patterns 
established by the matched group of normal m~es and females. Results are 
reported in terms of Indexes of Agreement between normal and neurotic 
patterns. All patterns of all sub-groups were tested for their significance 
against the hJ~othesis that such a pattern could have arisen by chanceo 
, . 
CHAPTEJ1 IV 
F.ESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The results of the pattern analyses of movement responses and loca-
tion choices will be discussed separately. The discussion of each ,dll ce 
covered under four main headings: (1) identification and characterization 
of patterns; (2) homogeneity of groups; (3) consistency of patter,Qs; 2r.d. 
(LL) compU'j.sl),Q of p.J.tterns. 
Results of Pattern Analysis of I10vement Responses 
(1) Id.r:mtj.fication &'1.d characterization of patterns: The iden-':,i.f:'C:2-
giving a movement response(s) to each card. The human movement (N) 
Tal)le 4 
Hu.'"'l3n Movement Response Patterns of Normals and Neurotics 
Group 
b NCu::'otics 
.., 
Hale 
Male 
Fe:n.ale 
~90 lClls3; 93 l'c:n2.18!J. 
L~3 males; 57 i'c!nales. 
Rank Order of Cards 
,.-.-.A---" 
III, VII, IX, I:::, IV, X, I, 
III, VII, IX, TT T IV. v ~.l., ~, ., , 
1 I ,.....-'--, .----'--, III, IX, ill , I, \7, IV, X, 
TT \ , 
V , 
VI, VIII 
VI, VIII 
TTT ip·T T IT ~ IX \T~ n~~~ X ~.i..~, V.i.._, -'-, .1., .L
'
!, V, ., .J., \;J..l.J., ' 
~------------~--------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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The bracketed cards had equal frequencies of subjects producing 
movement responses. Note that the number of subjects upon which the 
patterns are based is less than the total number of subjects in the normal 
or neurotic group. This is because some subjects did not produce any 
I 
" -
human movement responses. 
In order to characterize the above patterns in a quantitative manner, 
the data was cast into a two-dimensional matrix as described in Chapter 
, 
III, and each cell of the matrix was assigned a weight based on the con-
tribution of both subject and card to the total pattern. These weights 
were determined follo'ding the method described by Rimoldi and Grib (1960aj 
1960b). The particular arrangement of 'H'eights char2.cteriz.es the pattern 
in a qua...'1titative manner. The results of the characterization of hu.l1an 
movement response patterns is presented in Appendix I, Tables 1.3 through 16. 
The animal movement (FM) response patterns for each sub-group are 
presented in Table S. 
Table 5 
Animal Movement Response Patterns for Normals and Neurotics 
Group 
a Normals 
Neuroticsb 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
2..86 males; 93 females. 
b49 males; 57 fecilales .. 
Rank Order 
-. II' V, • VII: 'VIlI, X, , 
VIII, X, II, VII, V, 
... 
VIII, 'II, V' X, VII, , 
"11 , VIII' , X, V, VII, 
of Cards 
IX; "111;-IV, vi" , 
III, I, IV, VI, 
~ 
- IV~ III, I, VI, 
IV, IX, VI, III, 
I 
IX 
IX 
I 
* 
'et 6ft ,. t - eo' 'iN' t &': ·s .... h 
.3.3 
The quantitative characterization of these patterns is presented in 
Appendix I, Tables I7 through 20 .. 
For the norma~s, the cards eliciting the highest number of M responses 
are cards III, VII, IX and II, while those eliciting the least 11 responses 
are cards V, VI, VIII. Both m~es and females of the normals were id8n-
tical in this respect. These results show high agreement with results 
reported in the literature. Ranzoni, Grant and Ives (1950) found that 
, 
cards III, VII and II were strongest in eliciting M, while cards V, 'VI 
and VIII were weakest. In another study, Allen (195.3) using both the 
standard Rorschach cards and an e:x;perimental set of achromatic blots, 
found for both sets that cards IX, III, VII and II received the most 1'1 
responses, and cards V, IV, X, VI and VIII of both sets recei'led the le~st 
11 responses. Phillips and Smith (1953) reported that cards VI 3...l'J.d VIII 
rarely elicit an H, while cards III, II, VII and IX are about equal in 
eliciting the most M responses. 
vfuile the normals appear to be in high agreement with the findings 
in the literature, the neurotics appear somewhat less so (see Table 4). 
In regard to FM, both normals and neurotics produced the highest 
number of ani..mal movement responses to cards VIII, X, II a.l'J.d V. These 
results are supported by Ranzoni et ale (1950) wl!o found that cards VIII, 
V a.l'J.d II ranked highest in number of Fl1 responses. Phillips a.'1d Smith 
(1953) report that cards on which Fl'1 is frequent~y elicited are (in order), 
VIII, V, II and I. 
(2) Homogeneity of groups: 
~\S TOW~y 
Simp~e inspe ~n ot.<ttbqkts su,;~~ ts 
UNIVERSITY 
that the normal males and females are more in 
.. « 
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than are the neurotic ma.les and females. The mere rank order of the 
cards, however, does not give an accurate picture of the agre&~ent or 
deviation between the patterns, since it does not indicate the individual 
patterns upon which the total group pattern is based. Furthermore, it 
a.lso does not indicate the individual card frequencies, but only their 
rank order. A deviation in pattern between cards having nearly equal 
frequencies of responses does not represent as great a deviation as does 
, 
a deviation between cards having highly dissimilar frequencies. A better 
i:r..dication of the deviation betvJeen patterns is provided by pattern 
analysis, which takes into account both the individual deviation from the 
pattern as well as the extent of the deviation based on the weights 
assigned to each element of the pattern. 
The Index of Agreement between the normal ma.les and females is .69, 
while the Index of Agreement between neurotic maLes and f~nales is .61, 
for human movement patterns. These figures were interpreted as indicating 
a slight tendency for the normal males and fema.les to be more homogeneous 
than neurotic maLes and females in their pattern of human movement 
responses. 
The Index of Agreement between the animaL movement (TIl) patterns 
(see Table S) of norrnal males and fe.males is .74, whi.le the Index of 
Agreement between the neurot:Lc males and females is only .54. These 
results were interpreted as indicating a rather strong tendency for the 
norma.l males and females to be more homogeneous than neurotic males and 
females in their pattern of animal movement responses. 
h' M g .. , 
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Notice that simple inspection of Tables 4 and 5 would lead one to 
believe that the normal males and females are more homogeneous with respect 
to human movement patterns (Table 5). Pattern analysis, hOi-rever, shOi-Ts 
the reverse to be true: the normal males and females were more homogeneous 
wi th respect to F}1 patterns than M patterns. 
The reason for this apparent discrepancy is that Tables 4 and 5 
represent only summaries of group beha\dor, but do not indicate the inter-
, 
individual variation from the total group pattern. Pattern analysis, on 
the other hand, provides us with a measure of the variation ~~thin the 
group from the pattern established by that group. Furthermore, one would 
suspect on logiccl grounds that all deviations (or "errors") are not equi-
valent. Therefore, simply co~~ting errors, all of which are treated equi-
valently, is a cruder measure th~~.counting errors which are differentially 
"Teightod according to their seriousness. Pattern analysis, by assignir.g 
a ,{eight to each cell, takes into account the "seriousness ll of errors and, 
in this way, provides a finer discrimination than simply countin~ the 
number of errors. 
In surrnnary of the above, Table 6 show's the Indexes of Agreement 
obtained when the normal males were compared to the normal fe.'1lales and a 
similar comparison made between the neurotic males and females. For both 
M and FM,. the normals are more in agreement (homogeneous) than the neurotic 
males and females. 
(3) Consistency of patterns: After the movemsnt respo~se pattcr~s 
of eo.ch group 1-,ore identified, as presented in T3.bles 1+ and ;;, a l
'
:easure 
of tile consistency of patterns v;as o"obined by cvc~u.:.tir..g e~~ch sub-group 
Table 6 
Indexes of Agreement Obtained by Compc:ring 
a Hales and Females of Each Group 
Index of Agreement 
Subjects 
M FN 
Normals .69 .74 
Neurotics .61 .54 
aAll Indexes of Agreement significant 
at < .001 level of confidence. 
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SG;;;:tX'ately Hi th respect to its Ovffi pattern. The results are presented 
in Table 7. 
Table 7 
Indexes of Agreement Obtained by Evaluating Each Group 
1-lith Respect to Its Own Pattern (IIConsistencyll)a 
aJ,ll Indf:>":":s o~ • t·· p. t t < 001 • ....( •. ~ l 1~gree.'110n s~gnlI1C8.11 a e ' 
level of confid.encc. 
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Notice that, with one exception, the normals have higher Indexes of 
Agreement than the neurotics. This was interpreted as an indication that, 
on the whole, normals performed more consistently than'neurotics with 
respect to their patterns of movement responses. The one exception is that 
",-
the neurotic female pattern appears slightly more consistent than the 
normal female pattern for M responses. 
(4) Comparison of patterns: Table 8 ShOHS the results of cor.rpa=ing 
, 
the neurotics t performance to the movement patterns established by the 
normals. The Indexes of Agree~ent for the normals are, in this case, the 
Table 8 
Indexes of Agreement Obtained by Evaluating Each Group 
vJith ~espect to the Normal Patterna 
Indexes of Agree.1:ent 
Group 
1:,f 
.L • FN 
Normal • 75 .70 
Males 
Neurotic .64 .65 
Normal .68 .67 
Females 
Neurotic .66 .56 
aAll Indey..es of Agreement significant at < .001 
level of cop£idence. 
measures of consistency reported in Table 7. These measures of consister:cy 
may be used as a basis for the comparison of other groups with the norr.:nl 
pattern. 
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In all cases the Index of Agreement for the normals, in Table 8, is 
higher than that of the neurotics. This may be interpreted as an indica-
tion that there is a di1Terence in .the movement response patterns of the 
two groups. 
The greatest differences appear between the M patterns of the normal 
and neurotic males, and betw"een the FIJI patterns of the normal and neurotic 
females. 
Since previous studies (Altus and Thompson, 1949; Fiske and Baughman, 
1953; Lotsop, 1953) have shown that the total number of responses (R), 
educational level and age are three of the most significant variables 
affecting Rorschach responses, a second comparison of movement response 
patterns was made bet"Vleen groups matched for these three variables as 
described in Chapter III. 
Table 9 presents the results obtained by comparing the mova~ent 
response patterns of the matched groups. The results show the differences 
Table 9 
Indexes of Agreement Obtained by Evaluating Matched Groups 
a 
With Respect to the Normal Pattern 
==============~==================== 
Indexes of Agreement 
Group ~------------~-------------
M FM· 
------------------------~--------------~---------------
Normal .75 .69 
~o 
.57 . .-'/ Hales l~eurotic 
Normal .75 .75 
Females 
Neurotic .57 049 
d.'~ll ..... In~'ex~.".s OF A e +' . A' t t _~ _.... _'C: ... gr c;."env 3~gn:Ll.~can a < .001 
level of confidence. 
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between the patterns of normals and neurotics to be even greater than for 
the urnnatched groups. 
It is interesting to note that, for the normals, the Indexes of 
Agreement tended to increase when the effects of R, age, and education 
were controlled, whereas the Indexes of Agreement for the neurotics 
decreased~ This seems to indica.te that, if the three variables mentioned 
are not held relatively constant when comparing groups, their effects 
, 
tend to blur the dif'ference~ between the Rorschach movement response 
p2.tterns of the h,o groups. 
In s~~ary of this section, the following conclUS1ons may be stated: 
1. The normal males and females tended to be more homogeneous than 
the neurotic males and females with respect to their patterns 
of both M and FM responses. 
2. On the whole, the M and FM patterns of the normals, both for 
males and females, tended to be more consistent than the N a.'1d 
fl1 patterns of neurotics. The one exception was that female 
neurotics were slightly more consistent than female norrr.als with 
respect to patterns of M responses. 
3. The movement response patterns, both for M and TIL, of normals 
and neurotics tend to be dissimilar. The differences between 
their patterns become greater when age, education and nur..ber of 
responses are held constant. 
I 
I j 
. >= 
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Pattern Analysis of Location Choices 
(1) Identification and characterization of patterns: The pattern of 
. 
location choices for each group was based on the frequency of the location 
areas used in the first response to each card. The location choice pat-
tern, for each group, in terms of the location most frequently used for the 
first response to each card, is presented in Table 10. 
Table 10 
Location Choice Patterns of Normals and Ne'.lI'otics 
Group 
Hale 
Female 
Male 
Neuroticb 
Female 
I 
vI 
W 
W 
W 
II III 
vI \{ 
W W 
W W 
W W 
a20 males; 15 females. 
b20 males; 15 females. 
F.orschach Cards 
IV V III VII VIII 
1,>[ vJ If Ii D 
W W D W 1-1 
W W W=D D D 
W W W W D 
IX X 
D D 
D D 
D D 
1-I D 
The quantitative characterization of the location choice patterns is 
presented in Appendix II, Tables 2l through 2Lh 
Table 10 indicates that the iocation choice of first responses teD-as 
to be rather similar for both groups, with agreement on six of the ten 
cards. These results are in agreement with the findings of Phillips a...'1d. 
S.11lith (1953) who report that both normals and neurotics tend. to produce 
I I 
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the same pattern of first responses. 
(2) Homogeneity of groups: The Index of Agreement between the pat-
terns of normal males a...'1d females was .68, while the Index of Agree!nent 
between the neurotic males and females was .66. This indicates that the 
normals of both sexes are about as homogeneous as neurotics of both sexes. 
There is a slight tendency for the normals to be more homogeneous tha...'1 
neurotics. 
(3) Consistency of patterns: As a measure of consistency, Indexes 
of Agreement were obtained for each sub-group in comparison 'Hith their 
0,,;'11 98,ttern. The results are presented in Table 11. 
Table 11 
Indexes of Agreement Obtained by Evaluat.ing Hatched Groups 
With Respect to Their Own Pattern 
of Location Choicesa 
a All Indexes of Agrem:lent significant at 
< .001 level of confidence. 
Table 11 shows the normal males to be slightly more co~sistcnt th3..'1 
the neurotic males, D...'1d the fe."11ales of both brouPS, normal and nouroti~, 
I, 
, I 
, I 
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to be equal regarding the consistency of their location choice patterns. 
The males of both groups exhibit a slight tendency to be more consistent 
than the fe..'1lales. 
(4) Comparison of patterns: The results of the comparison between 
location choice patterns of normals and neurotics is presented in Table 12. 
The Indexes of Agreement of normals with their own pattern (llconsistencytl) 
is shown as a basis for the comparison of neurotics to the normal pattern. 
Table 12 
Indexes of Agreement Obtained by Evaluating Matched Groups of 
Normals and Neurotics to the Normal Pattern of 
Location Choicesa 
Group Inde:ces of Agreement 
Normal .7h 
Males 
Neurotic .68 
Normal .69 
Females 
Neurotic .69 
aAJ.l Indexes of Agreement significant at 
< .001 level of confidence. 
The results presented in Table 12 indicate there are small differences 
between the location choice patterns of nor.mals and neurotics. The dif-
ferences between mCL1..es appear greater than the differences betT..;ecn fe:-::J.les. 
In summary of the results of the investigation of location choi(;'~ 
patterns, it may be stated that there were only sl.ight tendC':lcies for the 
I 
i 
1
'1: 
" 
" 
" i 
I 
~.:.!II illl " r------------------------------------------------------------------------------- I , 
• II 
'II 
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normals to be more homogeneous and consistent than the ne'..ll'otics, and only 
a small difference betvleen the normal and neurotic patterns of first re5-
. 
ponses. These results are supported by Phillips and Smith's findings that, 
"In general, both normal and neurotic individuals tend to produce the 
expected pattern of first responses" (1953, p. 228). 
Crittci&":lS of the Present study 
The critici&~s of the present study may be related to two areas: 
(1) the sample; and (2) trea.tment of data. 
(1) Criticisms regarding the sDJn.ple: The most salient criticisra 
reGarding the s81nple seems to be that of the "norn12J..ityll of the nornal 
Al:.:.:ncugh no specific checks 1-;8re made of the rtno:c.n.alityt: of 
200 normals, they 1-l"ere assumed to be a relatively lInorna..l" sa."llple of 
college students. In an unpublished Master's thesis, Kelly (1959) found 
no significant difference between those students who volunteered for 
psychologiCal testing and those who did not volunteer. This tends to 
support the assumption that this sa~ple is a good representation of the 
normal college undergraduate from the college population from which it 
was drawn. There was no reason for assuming that this population was 
abnormal in a psychiatric sense. 
The neurotic sample vTaS selected from clinical patients in various 
installations in the city of Chicago. In order to deterilline that only 
those individuals who 1'18re psychoneurotic "tolere included in t..'le sQ!;:plc, the 
accuracy of the diagnosis was confirmed by several clinical psycholoGists 
Hho exc!ained each case on the basis of a battc:::-y of tests, case hist.ory 
I'; I:: 
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material, &~d a psychiatric evaluation. 
(2) Treatment of the data: While several possibilities for more 
extensive treatment of the data suggest themselves, they were beyond the 
scope of the present study. They may, however, be pointed out as possi-
bilities for further investigations. 
One obvious suggestion vrould be to inc.1.uu\;;: more d.ata in future studies 
, The present study limited itself to include only tv10 dimensions of the 
mover:tent responses, their number and the card on which they appeared. 
Su0seq-:.lent studies may show even greater differences behleen norm2.1 2::d 
neurotic_patterns of movement responses if other dimensions, such as fo~ 
level, e:xpa.'13iveness, location choice and originality v,ere included in 
the analysis. Since the present study was pri."llarily an 8:h"ploratory or..e to 
investigate the possibilities of treating patterns of Rorschach scores in 
a quantitative ma~er, a much less ambitious design was e~ployed. On the 
basis of the present findings, however, it would seem that further appli-
cations of the method are indicated. 
The same suggestion would apply to the handling of location c.'1oices; 
namely, that more data be included. While the present study showed o~ 
small differences betvTeen normal and neurotic patterns of location choices 
for the first response to each card, perhaps greater differences ~~uld be 
revealed if the location choices of all responses would be included. The 
problem ,{ould then arise of how to partial out the effects of R, since the 
total number of responses affects the proportions of 'VJ, D, d, etc. to 
different degrees. 
I 
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Since the pat,tern analysis technique employed in this study also 
provides an Index of " Agreement, for each subject and for each stimulus, 
various ways of using these indexes may be suggested. An investigation of 
the Indexes of Agreenlent for each of the ten Rorschach cards, for example, 
would reveal which cards were reacted to consistently and which ones elicit 
varied reactions from groups of individuals. Another possibility is 
of separating individuals into different groups on the basis of their !,' 
individual Indexes of Agreement and then investigating the behavioral (or 
other) corr8..Latc3 of the groups. If desired, the Index of A;ree:-:1cnt !nay I 
be u!:)cd. 83 a var:1.2.ble to be correlated Hith other v8riables in oro.er to 
Although this study was hypothesis-free, the method of p2.ttern i 
analysis employed may be used to test the agreement of group (or individu?l1 
patterns with particular hypothetical or expected patterns. Furthermore, 
since pattern analysis may be extended to more than two dimensions, it 
permits the investigation of the interrelationships of t,ro or more varia-
bles (e.g., color responses and movement responses together, or the inter-
relationships between color, shading, form and movement respo:r..ses). 'I 
;1 
, 
Ii:, 
CHAPTER V 
The purpose of this study was to identify and compare the patterns 
of movement responses and location choices produced by a group of 200 
, 
normal college students and a group of 127 neurotics. 
The analysis ,\'as carried out at the level of patterns of responses 
rather than dealing with either the Rorschach performance as a whole or 
with the- simple surnmation of the nilrnber of responses in the vzrious scoring 
co..tc6ories. Holistic approaches, vJhich tradi tion3.l.1y ecnplo:r clinically 
interpreted entire case records, have been criticized for t;;.eir vagu8:18S3, 
inability to separate the specific contributions of the test itsolf from 
those of the inte~)reter, and failure to provide a me~~s of investigating 
the individUal components of the interpretation. The atomistic methods, 
which investigate the validity of single Rorschach variables or combina-
tions of variables, have frequently resulted in conflicting findings, pre-
smnably because of their failure to include information beyond the raw 
quantitative data pertaining to the scoring categories. 
Klopfer and Spiegelman (1956) suggest that Rorschach research should 
conce::1.trate on the "natural patternsll of observed responses as the prb~"'y 
I:lethod of an:liysis and interpretation. Although Rorschctch c;,.-perts h::y,,:; 
always stressed that interpretations should be based on patterns of res-
ponse ~'1d not on individual "signs" or isolated indicators, the proble:.l of 
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scoring or objectively characterizing and comparL~g patterns of responses 
has all-rays bee':1 a vexing one. I"Thile the method of pattern a'1.alysis 
enployed in this study does not pretend to be a complete solution to the 
problem, it is felt that it does provide an objective, quantitative basis 
, .. .-
for characterizing and comparing patterns of response. 
The primary method of analysis used in this study l .. as the pattern 
analysis technique developed by Rimoldi an~ Grib (1960a) for objectively 
characterizing and quantitatively comparing patterns of responses. The 
method provides a measure of agree.'Tlcnt between patterns, the Index of 
AgreE'~rn.ent, Hhich varies bet1,reen 1.00, representing complete agreement, 
(i.e., identity of patterns) and 0, representing complete disagree.'Tlent, or 
largest possible deviation bet1rJeen the patterns. 
The movement responses and location choice patterns of tho groups, 
normals and neurotics, were identified and compared. Measures of eonsis-
toney of patterns and homogeneity of tho groups .... :ere also obtained. 
ResuJ..ts are reported in terms of Indexes of Agreement. 
Tile results of the study are summarized as follows: 
1. The nonnai males and females tended to be more homogeneous than 
the neurotic males and females in th respect to their patterns of 
both M and FM responses. 
2. On the whole, the 11 and FM patterns of the "~':::ma.ls, both for 
males and females, tended to be more consistent thc,","). the 1-1 and 
F1-r patt8rns of neurotics. The one exception ,ins that the ft:.:n:l1e 
neurotics v:ere slightly more consistent thc.n fe;:lc...Lc ::o!';:::-Qs Fith 
------------_____________________ ,,~'_·k __ ~·_' ______ ·_f'_·_'_.-,, __ . ____ "_,, ___ , ___ ____ 
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respect to patterns of M responses. 
3. The movement response patterns, both for M and B1, of normals 
and neurotics tend to be dissimilar. The differences bet't-18on 
their patterns become greater when age, education and numbe~ of 
responses are held constant. 
4. Normals ~~d neurotics differ more in their movement response 
5. 
patterns (M and FM) than in their ~ocation choice patterns. 
, 
These results are supported by findings in the Literature. 
There were only slight tendencies fur norma~s to be more homo- l 
geneous and consistent than neurotics in regara to locat1on choic( 
patterns. 
6. There we.l.'e On.i.y small differences between the normal and 
neurotic patterns of loeD.tion choices. II 
:'1 
C:t'itieisl:1.S of the present study anG. i"'l,I>licC'.tiC'Es for fv.rthe!' !'S:::'rcl'C:-" I 
I' 
are discussed. 
I 
I 
I 
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.ll.PPENDIX I 
CrL~~\CTERIZATION OF MO~lliNT RESPONSES 
Tables 13 through 16 present the quantitative characterization of the 
human movement (N) responses of each sub-group, and Tables 17 through 20 
present the ch?racterization of the arlimal movement (FH) responses. These 
are characterizations of group patterns, no~ of the individual observed 
patterns of response. The nurrtbers u...."lder the heading "Pattern" in Tables 
13 through 20 refer to the number of cards on which a movement response (1-1 
or FI'I) "\;as ei ve!l. AJ.l subjects producing a movement response on only one 
card will have the quantitative characterization corresponding to F&.tt~~rn 1 
i:0 the t3.ble; 3.11 those pl'oduc:i.ng move:nent responses on two cards ,·rill have.:: 
i 
I ~ 
Note that, thG tables have 'oe'3n reduced in size so that all the su';)j~C:-:C:'1 
are not reore:J8nted indi viduall v. If dUDlicatj.ons are excluded, the::"8 2..::';, i 
• _ 
only a l:L'11ited number of individual patterns, and all these patterns are ~ 
represented. Since the pattern to be characterized is the group pattern, 
rat,her than individual patterns, all subjects giving responses to the s.?.::le 
nur.J.'\,)er of cards '\\d.ll have the same quantitative characterization. T~18re­
fore, in order to reduce the size of the table, the characterization of 
each individual pattern will appear only once. Each pattern is character-
ized by its particular arrangement of weights, which were deter:nined by 
follol.1ng the procedure described by Rimoldi and Grib (196~~) for the 
q~antitative characterization of patterns. 
The weights in parentheses are the weights corresponding to the pres-
ence of a movement response. All deci.rnal points have been om.itted from the 
tables. 
Table 13 
Quantitative Characterization of M Response Patterns 
of Normal Males 
Rorschach Cards 
Pattern a 
III VII IX II IV IV I V VI VIII X X 
., (37) 37 5? 92 104 118 121 122 -:')" .., ........ ~ .J.. -~-'- .) __ ,~ ..... J 
2 (74) ('""'2) :;; . 52 81 92 104 106 108 109 109 
3 (Ill) (77) (58) 71 81 92 94 95 96 96 
4 (148) (103) (77) (38) 69 79 80 81 82 82 
5 (184) (129) (96) (47) (29) 66 67 68 69 69 
6 (221) (155) (116) (57) (31+) (10) 54 54 55 55 
7 (258) (181) (135) (66) (40) (U) (06) 41 41 41 
8 (295) (207) (151+) (75) (46) (13) (07) (03) 27 27 
a 
Number of cards on which an M response(s) was produced. 
55 
- Table 14 
Quantitative Characterization of 11 Response Patterns 
of Normal Females 
Rorschach Cards 
Pattern 
III VII IX II I IV X V VI VIII 
1 (33) ':Ie' 
-/ 62 80 100 115 123 126 129 1')(" '-.7 
2 (66) (48) 55 71 89 102 110 112 115 115 
3 (99) (73) (51) 63 78 89 96 98 100 100 
4 (132) (97) (68) (50) 67 77 82 84 86 86 
5 (165) (121) (85) (62) (37) 64 69 70 72 72 
6 (199) (lli5) (102) (75) (45) (21) 55 56 57 e''7 ;:1 
7 (232) (169) (120) (87) (52) (25) (10) 42 43 43 
8 (265) (194) (137) (100) (60) (28) (11) (06) 29 29 
I I 56 I 1--__________ -:,1 
" nth .-.. 
Table 15 
Quantitative Characterization of 11 Response Patterns 
j of Neurotic Males ! I· 
Rorschach Cards , 
Patt8rn I III IX VII I I IV IV II VI VIII V V X X I 
I· 
I 
I 
1 (46) 53 80 96 1()7 112 112 112 112 li5 
t il (92) (L~9 ) 8'- 95 2 71 ) 100 100 100 100 102 
3 (139) (74) (42) 75 83 87 87 87 87 89 
4 (185) (99) (56) (30) 71 75 75 75 75 77 
5 (231) (124) (70) (38) (16) 62 62 62 62 64 
9 (416) (222) (126) (68) (29) (10) (10) (10) (10) 13 
57 
~------------------_____ .-Jlli 
__ -------k-#-·~?>--___ ,_·_ .. W_,~ _____ ' __ d_!N_n_b·"_'_'.r'.X*_.n_' ______ -tv'--.·,-'_a·_'_w* _____ 'b_. __ ~ __ ·_M~_ .. 
. - Table 16 
Qu~~titative Characterization of M Response Patterns 
of Neurotic Females 
====~================~================= 
Rorschach Cards 
P2.tter!1 VI "l'I ~: . ..-IV IV II.., ,,~ III VII I II V V . IX VIn VIII VIrI 
X X X 
1 (47) r'r 84 98 103 105 114 114 114 1JJj. :/:/ 
2 (95) (50) 75 87 91 93 101 101 101 ., '"'1 Lv _ 
3 (143) (74) (37) 76 80 82 89 89 89 89 
4 (190) (99) (50) (27) 68 70 76 76 76 76 
5 (238) (124) (62) (33) (24) 58 63 63 63 63 
6 (286) (148) (74) (40) (28) (23) 51 .51 51 51 
58 I ~ _______________________________________________________________ -J 
'Yi in: 'f, 'i ' 
Table 17 
Quantitative Characterization of FM Response Patterns 
of Normal Males 
Rorschach Cards 
Pattern 
II II II VII VII III III III VIII VIII VIII V IX IX IV IV IV I ) X X X VI VI VI I 
., (35) 22 66 8-5 105 119 125 126 '?/ 126 .;.. J.~O 
~ (70) (5C) ~o 76 9h 105 111 12.2 l'? 1,1") c... 
-' / 
_ .... -
...... ~t.. c.. 
3 (105) (87) (50) 66 82 92 97 98 98 98 
h (ll!.O) (llS) (67) (46) 70 79 83 84 84 84 
5 (175) (llJJ..j.) (83) (57) (28) 66 70 70 70 70 
6 (210) (173) (100) (68) (34) (12) 55 66 66 66 
7 (245) (202) (117) (80) (40) (14) (03) 42 42 42 
l 59 
I I 
.JI 
----------____ ~ _______ *e_. ____ .______ ~_ . 
- ..• ~.j '.A ••• ,...:.;.,., •. ,_~ __ .......... ~ ...... _ ... .,......_~....,......,_ ..................... ~ .... __ . "v _ • ..-... __ 
'; ~"~JJ~ J,:~ 
Q"~;::':fti. t:j."'e:.i .. /(; G:l':~·~j/:;'t~(:rl!l.d~i,~ .. ~.' ~fl 1,,1' i.~·i/ ;(f_b~"'l~.'::'I;' " ' ~; I-~'-I I~ _,I""J. J •. ~ 
of Normal FCIrl:J.les 
~ 
Rorschach Cards 
Pattern 
VIII X II VII V III I IV VI IX 
1 (40) 31 66 96 111 116 118 120 120 120 
2 (79) (59) 59 85 99 104 105 107 107 107 
3 (119) (88) (54) 75 87 91 92 94 94 94 
!. (1~8) "17) (71) (32) 74 78 79 80 80 50 -·r \.l.._ 
5 (198) (147) (89) (40) (15) 65 65 67 67 67 
6 (237) (176) (107) (h9) (18) (08) 52 54 54 5~ 
7 (277) (205) (125) (57) (21) (09) (06) 40 40 40 
I 
I 
... _,. --~ -~.~ ... -. 
. -
i 
l 
I I 
I 
I' 
. 
- Table 19 
Quantitative Characterization of ~1 Response Patterns 
of Neurotic Hales 
~ " 
, Rorschach Cards 
i 
I ! Pattern 
X VIII II II VII III I I VI IX I I 
V V IV IV I 
i 
1 
" (3?) 20 63 36 1 ~ ""' 1 ~ 1 124 ., I) \ I ~;;, i I j 1 , ~;. 111 _.!":J .... .:::.l. -,.<:.:J. ...... ......... I 
, 
I. (73) (57) 5~ 76 106 108 i , 2 99 110 liO 110 , ! '- l , 
i 
I I I 3 (110) (85) (54) 67 87 92 9h 96 96 96 I I 4 (146) (113) (72) (45) 74 79 81 83 83 83 
5 (183) (142) (90) (56) (19) 66 67 69 69 69 
6 (219) (170) (107) (67) (22) (09) 54 55 55 55 
7 (256) (198) (125) (78) (26) (10) (05) 41 41 41 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
61 
• 
~ __ ~~ ______ ~ ___________ W_'_M_"* __ t_'_'_}*t~ _____ '~• _______ ~.~'_" __ ~, 
Table 20 
Quantitative Characterization of F}1 Response Patterns 
of Neurotic Females 
Rorschach Cards 
Pattern 
II II X V VIII 11111 VII IV IX VI III I 
1 (47) 48 80 94 108 112 114 1)l~ 114 114 
2 (ai, i (5'"'\ , 71 '" 96 100 102 102 102 1(\) 
... ~/~'I \. ';J) o !.I, --~ 
3 (JJ-l-l) (32) (42) 73 84 87 80 89 89 80 .- -/ 
4 (188) (109) (56) (33) 72 75 76 76 76 76 
5 (236) (136) (70) (41) (12) 62 63 63 63 63 
6 (283) (164) (84) (50) (15) (05) 51 51 51 51 
62 
! 
APPENDIX II 
ca~RACTERIZATION OF LOCATION CHOICES 
Tables 21 t.hrough 24 present the quantitative choracterizl3.tion of 
the location choice patterns for each sub-group. These are characteriza-
tio~1s of g:!'oup patterns, not of the inciividual observed patterns of res-
ponses. Since each subject will have the~sam.e number of location choices 
(i.e., ten), it fol101-<8 that all subjects will have the same quantitative 
characterization in 3.ccordmce with the group pattern. Trwrefore, in 
order to reduce the size of the tables, the individual subjects will not . I 
be renr2s::;nted sincet:no ch2..I'<l.cterizations of their patterns .. 1.11 be 
identical. 
TrJ.c 1-Teigr1ts i~ parerltb.es8s are tl:.c 'peigrd:.s 
loc[{tion cboice that '\TO'.5 selected by the group. 
bee~1 on:i teed from the table s. 
63 
corr"CSI,O!1ciir:g to t::18 
All dec~al points have 
I 
-'""""-_ ..... -.-.............. _ ...... _ ... _ ..... '............................ --' ........ ~ ......... --' ...... -.._w .... · ..... " .... __ '-..ow· ... " .... 0.......,..,.....--· .... ' -.,-,,---~-.----~ •.. -.. ~ l 
Table 21 
Quantita.tive Characterization of Location Choice 
Patterns of Normal Males 
Rorschach Location~Choice 
Card 
W D d Dd Reject 
'T (50) 60 100 9f ) 20J .1. 
II (75) 80 100 95 lOG 
III (85) 85 100 100 100 
IV (65) 70 100 95 100 
V (95) 95 100 100 100 
VI (80) 85 95 100 100 
VII (55) 60 100 95 100 
VIII 65 (65) 100 100 100 
IX 65 (60) 100 95 100 
X 60 (60) '100 100 100 
64 I i 
__________________________________________________________________ ~l 
I 
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Table 22 
Quantit~tive Characterization of Location Choice 
Patterns of Normal FeJnales 
Rorschach Location Choice 
Card 
'itT D d Dd Reject 
I C"~'\ I; / 80 100 93 100 
II (73) 80 100 93 100 
III (80) 87 100 93 100 i' 
II 
IV (73) 93 100 87 0'" -li!1 /:> 
III! 
V (80) 100 80 100 100 'I: , 
67 (53) 
;i, 
VI 93 100 93 II 
'I 
"i!i: 
VII (60) 60 100 100 100 il!I!1 
'Ilil iii 
VIII (60) 60 100 100 100 
II 
IX 67 (53) 100 87 100 
I 
,1,1 
X 73 (60) 100 87 100 I' i,!1 
,'I 
!,' 
:1'1
11 
,I 
Ii 
/i fii ~ I ! 
!'ii' 
i
1
!11 
Ii I 
1 
~ I I 
65 \ I ! !I ! I 
) 'm:I "bt t er 
Table 23 
Quantitative Characterization of Location Choice 
Patterns of Neurotic Ma~es 
, 
Locatton Choices Rorschach Ca~d 1----------------------------------------
I 
II 
. III 
IV 
V 
VI 
VII 
VIII 
IX 
x 
(80) 
(55) 
(65) 
(75) 
(95) 
(i~5) 
75 
65 
80 
85 
D 
85 
65 
70 
85 
95 
55 
(50) 
(65) 
(50) 
(75) 
d 
100 
leo 
100 
90 
100 
100 
100 
100 
90 
95 
Dd 
95 
90 
95 
100 
100 
95 
80 
100 
90 
100 
Reject 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
95 
95 
100 
90 
I 
66 . 
___ l _________ 1 
67 
I 
« %'i'W " .. t' t'( W 
APPENDIX III 
PATTERN ANALYSIS: AN EXANPLE OF THE PROCEDURE 
The following is a brief example of the procedure follo~~d for the 
characterization and comparison of patterns. A more complete description 
of the method is presented in Rimo~di and Grib (19600.)0 
, 
Let Figure 3 represent an experimentaIly observed pattern in a system 
of four subjects and four stimuli. Responses of the subjects are desig-
D".ted as X 0:.e118 or empty cells according to whether a particular troit 
i2 ;,:'re Gf,rlt (cnoic 3 of S-~Ji.r'll..:l~u.G, :)rod"~:.>:~:"r 3: 3. !:lo"Y1w7 err:3!:t ~G sl')0l:.:.~, etc.) ~)I~ 
absent (not chcosing the stimulus, not giving a move.r.~ent re~pons8, etc.). 
If thc' tr3.it is pressnt an X is entered in the ce~l; if it is not present, 
:,,;~8 cell is 18~·t C).,:pi;y~ 
1 2 3 4 Ex cells E e.rr.pty cells 
a :x: 1 3 
b X X 2 2 
Subjects 
c X x X 3 1 
d X X X X 4 0 
Ex cells 4 3 2 1 10 
8 empty cells 0 1 2 3 6 
Fig. 3. Observed pattern of responses. 
Characterization of Patterns 
A set of weights can be defined in order to char::tcterize the pc!.:;te::'ns 
of response illustrated in Fig't'Xe 3 (Rm.oldi and G:'ib, 19600.). TheSE: 
v:eights are defined in terms of the dssigna-c.ion 01' a cell 2.3 the inL,c:'-
seci,,;ion of a ro .. r and. a colwrn, such that the total contribut~on of t:18 
68 
1'1 
II 
--
I 
t 
corresponding arrays (i.e., both subject and stimulus) is taken into 
account. Since the X cells and elnpty ce.Lls represent qua.Li tatively differ-
ent phenomena (i.e., the presence or absence of a particular trait or 
at.trj.bute) the vmights for each type of cell eX or empty) are determined 
separately. For aJ.l X ceJ..Ls, the "reight is defined as the total number of 
X cells in the corresponding row muJ.tiplied by the total number of X cells 
in the corresponding colwrill, and this product divided by the total nlliTlber 
of X ce~.Ls in the entire matrix. The formula, as given by RL~O.Ldi &~d 
Grib (1960a) is: 
where: 
R. 
~ 
C. 
J 
T 
= 
= weight of X cell in rO"\01 i and column j. 
= number of X cells in row i. 
= n~~ber of X cells in col~~ j. 
= total number of X cells in entire matrix. 
Similarly, for all empty cells, the weight is defined by Rimoldi ~~d 
Grib (1960a) as: 
.... rhere: 
1-To .. 
~J 
R. 
~ 
IT j 
= "reight of err:pty cell in rOvl i and colunm j. 
= number of empty ce~.Ls in rov; i. 
= number of empty ceJ.ls in column j. 
= total nu.rr..ber of em,ty cc.Lls in entire matrix. 
70 
The cOTIlplete table of weights for the example in Figure 3 is presented 
in Figure 4. The vreights in parentheses refer to the weights of X cells. 
stimuli 
1 2 3 4 
a .( .4) .5 1.0 1.5 
b (.8) (.6) .67 1.0 
Subjects 
C (1.2) (.9) (.6) .5 
d (1.6) (1.4) (.8) (.4) 
Fig. 4. Quantitative characterization of observed pattern 
of responses illustrated in Figure 3. 
The weighted matrix presented in Figure 4 is the quantitative char-
acterization of the response patterns illustrated in Figure 3. 
Comparison of Patterns 
S'J_ppose ',,,'"8 nON vrish to 8V8...LUate the ne;rss;;lf.omt of cmother set of 
respor>.ses, as pr8sc;:;:;.tcd in Figure 5, 1d .. tht:.he pattern sho~m in ~is'lr8 ]., 
stimuli 
1 2 3 4 
at X 
bt X X 
Subjects 
c t X X X 
d' X X x x 
Fig. 5. Pattern of responses to be compared wit·h pattern 
illustrated in Figure 3. 
A measure of agreement betHcen patterns is provided b:-r the Ii:""_dex of 
of AgreeIllont, vThich expres::;es the acrvo;::..jll-nt at> c. ratilO 'It.ich varlCS i'::: :.1 
.. LeOO (ccnpJ..ete agreCJYlent) to 0 (com.plete disagreCl:icnt or larGest po::: d~l::_C 
dovia.tion) • 
I 
III 
IIII 
~------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
d'~ ... ' 
' __ t_ ......... _,;.'_"'~_--... __ ..... __ .... ""'_ ... t'~ .. _ .... _____ ._ •• ; _________ ....____________________ ._:l>II .. _ .... ~ . _ ......... \O-~; 
The Index of Agreement is calculated as follo.,s: 
1. The sum of weights of the cells which are congruent (i.e., are 
the sa'lle, X or empty) in both patterns is determined. The 
weights employed are those of the !!model" or criterion pattern 
(i.e., the weights of Figure 4 in this exa'llple). 
2. The sum of all the weights of the cells of the cr:i.terion pattern 
(Figure 4) is calculated. 
3. The totals of (1) and (2) are corrected for the minLmum possible 
agree...llent between the patterns by subtracting from each of the.i:1 
the m.ini.'l1um sum of 'freights of ~ongruent cells possible ~i.thi..1J. 
the system of the patterns. 
4. The Index of Agreement is the ratio between the corrected sums 
of (1) and (2). That is: 
( sum of weights )_(m~:~n~ ~~~~~;;': ) I 
.... of cont:",ruent cells of con,"_-_.·ru::n.o::, __ c_'e_ll::: " I' Ir;.3e:x: of J\grt?2!Ht?11t - > _~ 
( total weight Of) (miniillWil pos3i:::le \ rn8Qc:;l pa-stcr!l - S1l~n. of ~':GiG:l't::~ \ 
0""' C"111~",uo~'i-. cr-lloo;j I, Jo. "'- b- -_...... . ""-r __ 
I 
l , 
) 
In O'J..-r' eXDlrlple, the values of the various calculati0ns ar2 as foll,,:n:s ~ l 
1. The sum of the weights of cells ·.-Jh:i.ch are congruent. in bot::l 
p~tterns (i.e., all cells except b2, b3, c3, and c4) is 11.30. 
2. The sum of the weights of the criterion pattern (Figure 4) 
is 13.67. 
3. The minimum sum of weights possible for congruent cells is 7.()0. 
4. The Index of Agreement is 11.30 - 7.00 
13.67b - 7.00 = 
4.30 
= 6.67 .64 
t _____________________ ~ 
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